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Bellam Self Storage and Boxes
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this company is in to
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(2006),and have been chosen Best
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big supporters of San Rafael Clean
and have been Business Members
of the Marin Conservation League
since 2006. Andree Jansheski, the
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best management practices. In fact,
you might call her an advocate and
helpful coach that assists other
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Andree related that she meets lots
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her storage business and at the
San Rafael Chamber of Commerce.
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that is to hand them one or all of
her 7 Shades of Green tip sheets
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to get there. She believes that even
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green in our day to day practices.
She especially advocates for home
businesses to strive for energy
conservation, recycling, pollution
prevention, emission reductions,
and other sustainable approaches.
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she advocates for others. At Bellam
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station, and encourage their customers
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just for note pads, but shredded and
used for packing materials. They
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building that has loads of information
to help their customers become
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move out of their homes or have estate
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household goods to those in need.
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Streets Team and pays 1 cent per
cigarette butt that is picked up. The
collected butts are sent to Terra Cycle
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Rafael Street's Team has already picked
up 700,000 butts in San Rafael in less
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about picking up litter, and does
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gloves, and bucket generating
applause from some, and curiosity
from others. She encourages
everyone to patrol their property
and beyond to pick up any litter.
Andree supports the Marin
Conservation League too, because
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goals. Andree and her team at
Bellam Self Storage and Boxes
are more than just a business;
they are important environmental
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Business Members, visit
marinconservationleague.org/
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join as a Business Member, call
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